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Hinter den nebulösen Schleiern der Vergangenheit verbirgt sich die Welt Azeroth mit all ihren
wundersamen Wesen.Mysteriöse Elfen und kräftige Zwerge lebten mit den Stämmen der
Menschheit in relativem Frieden und Harmonie - bis eine dämonische Armee, die sich
Brennende Legion nannte, die Ruhe dieser Welt auf ewig vernichtete. Jetzt kämpfen Orks,
Drachen, Goblins und Trolle um die Macht über die zersplitterten, kriegführenden Königreiche,
doch dies ist nur Teil eines großen, bösartigen Plans, der über das Schicksal der WARCRAFTWelt entscheiden wird.Furchteinflößende Ereignisse in den höchsten Zaubererkreisen der Welt
zwingen den jungen Magier Rhonin zu einer gefährlichen Reise in das von Orks kontrollierte
Land Khaz Modan. Dort entdeckt Rhonin eine gewaltige, weitreichende Verschwörung, Der Tag
des Drachen (WarCraft #1) die dunkler ist als alles, was once er sich je vorstellen konnte. Diese
Bedrohung zwingt ihn zu einer gewagten Allianz mit uralten Kreaturen der Luft und des Feuers.
Mit ihrer Hilfe wird es für die W elt Azeroth vielleicht ein Morgen geben.
global of Warcraft: Day of the Der Tag des Drachen (WarCraft #1) Dragon, via Richard A.
Knaak"Day of the Dragon" used to be the 1st e-book to be written within the Warcraft online
game universe. yet whereas it really is in keeping with a online game series, the publication is
essentially a piece of unique fiction with tricks of the tale coming Der Tag des Drachen
(WarCraft #1) from the game. Knaak took the setting, characters, and occasions from the
Warcraft universe and developed them into an enjoyable, readable novel.Although it truly is
invaluable to have a few familiarity with Warcraft, such wisdom isn't had to comprehend the
history of the book. Knaak spends your time at first establishing the scene for unexpected
readers, and clean it when you have performed the genuine time method game. i feel that he's
the person who took the dragons in Warcraft and very Der Tag des Drachen (WarCraft #1)
fleshed them out; he has an outstanding contact with the behemoths. Their splashes of egotism
mixed with exact personalities cause them to look extra strong than the "regular" population of
Azeroth; you could simply see them meddling in mundane affairs, considering they're doing the
proper thing.The major tale of "Day of the Dragon" comprises Rhonin, a mage, being
despatched on an commentary venture into orc-held territory. He believes it's a likelihood to
redeem himself for his prior adventure, person who went disastrously wrong. yet his probability
fast becomes a lot more, as he's truly the pawn of 2 dragons who're every one trying to advisor
him into enjoyable their very own devious plans.Novels in accordance with video games will be
very, very susceptible - frequently basically loved through hardcore fans. yet "Day of the
Dragon," whereas set within the Warcraft universe, is far greater than basic tie-in fiction. Knaak
pens a memorable Der Tag des Drachen (WarCraft #1) book, one who saved me examining
long gone my bedtime, as I saved analyzing "just another page" to determine what Der Tag des
Drachen (WarCraft #1) might take place next. The plot is ace, the characters are humans you
need to recognize extra approximately and also you are looking to see them succeed, and the
writing is solid.If you loved this book, fee his "War of the Ancients" trilogy, which maintains the
tale of Rhonin and the dragons.4/5.
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